
Utah State Amateur Qualifying 

Green Spring Golf Course 

June 3, 2021 

Notice to Players 

(This information supplements the Local Rules and Terms of Competition for UGA Championships.) 

 

TEE MARKERS: Play will commence from the UGA tee markers 

DROP ZONE - HOLE #5: During the play of the 5th hole, a player may use the Drop Zone located on the 

forward tee as an additional option for a ball that is known or virtually certain to have come to rest in 

the RED penalty area.  

THERE IS NO DROP ZONE ON HOLE #6.   

DROP ZONE - HOLE #11: During the play of the 11th hole, a player may use the Drop Zone located on 

the right edge of the fairway as an additional option for a ball that is known or virtually certain to have 

come to rest in the YELLOW penalty area only.  

DROP ZONE - HOLE #15: During the play of the 15th hole, a player may use the Drop Zone located on 

the forward tee as an additional option for a ball that is known or virtually certain to have come to rest 

in the RED penalty area.  

DECORATIVE ROCK: Decorative rock to the left of hole #10 is an integral part of the course, the retaining 

curb is an obstruction.   

OUT OF BOUNDS - defined by inside points, at ground level, of white stakes and fence posts and curbing 

on public roads/parking lots.  Out of Bounds is also defined by of the inside edge of white lines tying into 

other out of bounds (Behind #4 Green, behind #9 green, left of #12).  A BALL which crosses a road 

defined as out of bounds and comes to rest beyond that road is out of bounds even though it may lie on 

another part of course.  If a ball enters a tunnel that crosses under a road the ball is out of bounds, the 

inside edge of the beginning of the tunnel defines the OB.   

SCORING AREA: Is defined by the painted lines around the scoring tents.  The scoring tents are 

temporary immovable obstructions and the lines define the TIO.   

PACE OF PLAY: UGA Checkpoint Policy (See scorecard for time of finish for each hole)  

TIES: In the event of a tie for the last spot(s) or alternate spot(s) after 18 holes of stroke play, there will 

be a hole-by-hole play-off immediately upon the completion of the round.  All announcements regarding 

the play-off, including the sequence of holes, will be made via the clubhouse loudspeaker upon 

completion of the round. 

SPOTS:  

- 17 qualifying spots  

- 2 alternates 

 


